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Warm conveyor belts (WCBs) 

• Strongly ascending and main cloud producing airstreams that typically ascend ahead of 

the cold front    e.g. Harrold, 1973, QJR; Carlson 1980, MWR 

 

• Lagrangian perspective: ascent rate > 600hPa / 48 h 

     e.g. Madonna et al. 2014, JCLI 

 

• Convection can frequently be embedded in the WCB  e.g. Binder 2016, PhD thesis; Flaounas 

et al. 2017, ClimDyn; Flaounas et al. 2018, ClimDyn; Rasp et al. 2016, MWR; Oertel et al., submitted 
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II. Is embedded convection in WCBs dynamically relevant? 

 

III. Is it useful to consider PV at the mesoscale in convection-

permitting simulations? Or is it irrelevant noise? 



start of online trajectories 

COSMO simulation 

1 Miltenberger et al. 2013, Geosci. Model Dev.  
2 Miltenberger et al. 2014, COSMO Technical Report 

● WCB case study 
 

 
● convection-permitting COSMO simulation  
  
 lon  = lat = 0.02° (~2 km) 
 
 
 
● ~ 10 000 online trajectories1,2 

  
 calculated from 3D wind at every model 
 timestep ( t = 20 s) 
 
 >> explicit representation of vertical motion 
       and convective WCB ascent 
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1) WCB online trajectories:  
     ascent rate > 600hPa / 48 h 
 
2) Select 10% fastest ascending WCB trajectories 
    > 600 hPa / 3h   >> convective WCB ascent 
     ~2000 WCB trajectories 

 
3) Compute composites  
 

WCB online trajectories 

Composites of convective WCB ascent 
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positive PV anomaly 

negative PV anomaly 

I How does embedded convection in WCBs modify the PV distribution? 

Stronger low-level positive  
and upper-level negative PV 
anomalies along convective 
WCB ascent 
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low-level positive PV anomaly upper-level PV dipole 

x convective updraft x convective updraft 

I How does embedded convection in WCBs modify the PV distribution? 

PV modification in isolated convection 
e.g. Chagnon and Gray, QJRMS; Weijenborg et al. 
2015, Tellus; Weijenborg et al. 2017, QJRMS 

+PV 

-PV 



I How does embedded convection in WCBs modify the PV distribution? 

PV@320K from COSMO (dx=0.02°) 

Is this patchy PV structure physically 
meaningful? 
 
>> embedded convection leads to large-
amplitude upper-level horizontal PV dipoles 
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II: Is embedded convection dynamically relevant? 

1) existence of PV anomaly on a larger-scale  
 >> coarse-graining on 60 km 
 
2) lifetime & interaction with upper-level waveguide 
 >> forward trajectories from regions of 
 convectively-produced negative PV 
 

>> convectively-produced mesoscale PV 
anomalies aggregate to relatively long-lived 
elongated bands, are advected with the mean 
flow and can potentially interact with the 
upper-level waveguide 
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Conclusions 

I. embedded convection in WCBs leads to  

 stronger pos. low-level and neg. upper-level PV 

anomalies along the ascent 

 mesoscale upper-level horizontal PV dipoles  

II. on the large-scale, convectively produced PV anomalies 

aggregate to elongated PV dipole bands around 

elongated convective updrafts, which potentially interact 

with the upper-level waveguide 

III. PV in high-resolution convection-permitting simulations is 

useful and enables process understanding 



Thank you 


